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DO YOU KNOW THE MARKET?

If you are hoping to buy an IFA business, it pays to understand the market.

If you are new to this you may be surprised to learn there is a long queue
of companies waiting to do the same.

So, if you are hoping to be a winner in the buying stakes, you will need a
strategy and information is power. In this report we will outline key steps
which can make you a winner.
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HOW AND WHY FINANCIAL ADVICE
BUSINESSES ARE VALUABLE

Financial Advice businesses have had almost no value until quite recently
and now they have the potential to make their owners into millionaires
overnight!

The cause of this dates back to January 2013.

The Retail Distribution Review (RDR) was implemented on 1st January
2013. It raised the qualification requirements and ended commission for
Investment Advice in the UK. This caused an exodus of Financial
Advisers, who have never been
replaced.
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BARRIERS TO ENTRY

The high barriers to entry and shortage of Financial Advisers plus
regulatory burden ensured only the relatively wealthy could afford
Financial Advice but due to the drop in Financial Adviser numbers, there
are more than enough clients to go around.
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MOVE FROM COMMISSION TO FEES

The move from commission to fees, also gave financial advice businesses an
ongoing income which gave them ongoing value for the first time in history.

Whereas, under the commission regime, Financial Advisers only made money
from clients every time a transaction was required (and this sometimes
encouraged some pretty ropey practises), Financial Advisers can now make
money from their businesses quite literally in their sleep.

Many Wealth managers and financial planning practises provide an ongoing
review service to their clients and receive their fees based on client assets under
management which is withdrawn from clients' assets on a monthly basis. While
this suits most clients because it is a small, regular payment which they do not
feel like they are paying personally, it also suits most Financial advice businesses
as it means ongoing income.

The ongoing fees model means that client banks finally have a true value,
which allows them to be bought and sold.
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THE VALUE

When an adviser is ready to sell their business, there are many companies keen
to buy, recognising the ongoing value of the client book.

Many client books accumulate and with it, so do revenues for the Advice
business. A typical individual in the UK also receives inheritances in their 50s so
clients add more to their investments. Buyers recognise the likelihood that the
client revenues will grow even with little focus on generating new business.

While the real value in an IFA business therefore lies in its potential to create an
increasing income to the buyer, bigger businesses also have the added benefit of
increasing the value of a client bank by virtue of trading on a higher EBITDA basis
than the seller. This can ensure a client bank increases in value on day one.

While there are many ways to value an IFA business, we have already mentioned
multiples of Ongoing Revenue or normalised EBITDA. All lead to a significant
payment when owners retire.
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THE ONCE IN A GENERATION
OPPORTUNITY

Today we face a once in a generation opportunity to build a Wealth Manager or
Financial Planning business through acquisition as many Financial Planning
businesses and Wealth Management businesses (from micro to large) will be
offered for sale in the next 5 years.
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WHY IFAS ARE SELLING

RDR has created a unique opportunity for the first generation of post RDR IFAs to
make a significant capital sum but they will not be around for ever.

The UK Financial Adviser population is reaching retiring age. A significant
proportion are in their mid 50s or beyond. According to the Heath report 3,
published in January 2019, 5% planned to retire immediately and a further 16%
plan to leave in the next 5 years.

That is over 1/5 of the market… and that is even before we knew about Covid 19.
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THE HEATH REPORT 3
NUMBER OF ADVISERS IN DECLINE

Five percent (1,650) of Advisers are planning to retire immediately and a
further 16 percent (5,280) have plans to leave in the next five years.

The average age of an Adviser at the time of the report was mid fifties.

It is estimated that only 18,000 advisers will still be working in 10 years’ time.

The Heath Report 3 published in January 2019 surveyed 249 Adviser firms
representing 865 Advisers on the current availability and future of professional
advice in the UK and some interesting findings were:
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WHY IFAS ARE SELLING
Continued...

When asked why they are selling up, many IFAs also mention the cost and demands of increased
regulation and PI Insurance fees. With almost 89% of the advice businesses employing less than
5 Financial advisers, it could be argued that many are sub scale, there is a great case to merge
many of the Practices but too many of the existing players no longer have the appetite for it.

However, there are a significant number of players, and not just those already in the financial
advice business who can see the opportunity that consolidation presents and are keen to buy
these small businesses and that presents the opportunity for the current generation to sell out and
capitalise on an opportunity many of them could not have anticipated, even just a few years ago.

In many cases they acquired their client banks without cost and can now sell even quite a modest
client bank for a seven figure sum. Many of the current generation of advisers started out as
employees (often working for Bancassurers) before striking out on their own. These Financial
Advisers were then able to take clients with them when they left the bank or other large employer
due to their personal relationships with their customers and limited restricted covenants. Even
where restricted covenants did exist, many companies (particularly the banks) didn’t seem to
worry about clients following the adviser because of the low perceived value of clients.
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WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE WANT
TO BUY IFA BUSINESSES?

We have already established that an IFA business has a great potential upside
in terms of future income stream.

We also mentioned how an ambitious firm with tradable stock can instantly
increase its value just through having a higher EBITDA trading multiple.

Finally, the large product providers need to protect their routes to market, so
creating a vertically integrated firm can make money from all parts of the value
chain.
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WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES?

Building a business organically is possible but much slower and it is very hard work. Making
a client profitable can take time. Since the end of commission, typical initial fees of 1 3% of
the amount invested mean clients become profitable over time but not usually at outset.

Until recently, a popular way to build a business was through hiring advisers who could bring
clients with them. While this is, in theory, still possible, it is much more difficult than it used to
be.

As the market has recognised the true value of client banks, so companies have learned
how to tighten covenants with non compete and non deal clauses. So many adviser
covenants are much tighter, and it is virtually impossible to move clients for the first 12 18
months after moving companies.

At the same time, self employed advisers who genuinely own their client banks are
becoming a rare species as they too choose to sell when the time and price is right. Even the
senior executives in some of the biggest financial planning firms have told me that the days
of recruiting the self employed adviser with his or her own client bank are numbered. As a
result, buying clients via business or client acquisition makes sense for many.
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WHO ARE THE POTENTIAL BUYERS?

Small sub scale Adviser businesses seeking scale to survive
Small medium and large network members whose parent network are willing and able to
provide
Financial support for acquisitions.
Medium size businesses with ambitions to become big players
Large IFA Businesses who believe big is beautiful
The product providers with vertically integrated businesses seeking distribution
Big companies keen to protect their distributors from redirecting business to their
competitors
Banks re entering the market using their own brand or joint ventures with fund managers
Venture Capitalists and Private equity players seeking market entry.
Others

As the first generation of Post RDR(and post COVID) business owners retire and their
businesses are sold, there is a wall of money willing to support the ambitious business in
Acquiring clients whose future income stream seems a one way bet.

There are many different parties interested in buying Financial adviser businesses.
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SUMMARY
The industry is consolidating, and many business owners have reason to sell at a reasonable
price. The small businesses, often small or sole traders and almost always owner managed, will
be available at a relatively affordable price now. Prices look likely to rise in the future as supply
reduces.

Once an owner managed business or client bank has transferred to a larger business, stock
market rises and the demographic time bomb will see assets grow the next generation of wealth
managers will be larger and more profitable, achieving economies of scale and other synergies.

Within a few years, the Financial Advice market it will look much more like other professional
services markets, with a small number of dominant players. Entry at scale will be virtually
impossible.

Next time around the client bank will be valued as a Corporate asset, probably based on a higher
multiple of EBITDA and only available in much larger denominations.

Eventually, probably within the next few years, this consolidation will be complete.

Despite all the above, there will be plenty of businesses to go around providing you have
done your homework have the right USP and a way of reaching the right people at the
right time (when they wish to sell up).
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THE 9 STEP
PROCESS TO
SUCCESSFULLY
BUY AN IFA
BUSINESS
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STEP 1

DEFINE YOUR OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIC
DIRECTION AND CULTURE

Why are you looking to acquire?

How are you looking to fund the acquisition?

Can you clearly define your culture in your business?

Are there any lines in the sand?
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STEP 2

ACQUISTION PROFILING

What are you looking for in terms of client numbers, FUM, ongoing revenue,
location, age profile of and type of clients?

Do you want advisers?

What does their client proposition and charging structure need to look like?

What does the investment proposition need to look like?

Do you want the owner to remain in the business post acquisition?
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STEP 3

DEFINE YOUR TARGET BUSINESSES

Identify the businesses that match your criteria

You can use a variety of data sources, many of which are expensive and need
time and effort to evaluate. However, limited information about authorised firms
can be accessed for free on the FCA database.
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STEP 4

APPROACH TARGET AND PREPARE
SHORTLIST

Contact your targets to gauge their interest

Ensure that NDAs are signed by all parties.

Request some headline information to ascertain their suitability

Arrange a meeting and commence due dilligence
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STEP 5

AGREE FIRM TO PURCHASE AND
NEGOTIATE DEAL

Make your sale

Issue a Non Binding Offer (NBO)

Negotiate and issue Head of Terms (HOTs)
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STEP 6

MANAGE ACQUISITION PROCESS AND
COMPLETE DEAL

Ensure the process is run to precise timelines to avoid drift.

Co ordinate the legal and due diligence process (depending on the type of deal
external parties may need to be brought in for due diligence)

The official process is completed on the signing of the Sales and Purchase
Agreement (SPA)

Ensure a Client transition plan is inplace for post deal.
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STEP 7

CREATE CLIENT TRANSITION PLAN

Analyse client data FUM/fee size, location, age profile, funds invested, TERs,
linked accounts

Create client communications strategy

Create detailed sales plan (priority clients, f2f visits, phone call followups,
documentation to be signed, appointment targets etc..)

Meetings with platform provider to agree approach

Present to whole team and get buy in
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STEP 8

MANAGE CLIENT TRANSITION PLAN

Weekly meetings with Advisers using detailed MI on performance (numbers of
appointments, new ToBs signed etc..)

Weekly meetings with support staff to identify any issues and resolve

Bi weekly business updates to whole team on progress

Identifying gaps in the team. It is usual for Directors to move on after a head
over. You may feel you can increase the business profitably through investing
in further advisers or key managers. With the right planning and recruitment
partner you can have candidates lined up and read to go
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STEP 9

COMPLETE REVIEW AND REPORT BACK
DETAILED FINDINGS 

Carry out a comprehensive audit on the health of the business. 

For example – processes, back office, client segmentation and proposition,
marketing etc..

This is an opportunity to reflect and identify areas to focus on following
successful client migration
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www.paulharpersearch.co.uk enquiries@paulharpersearch.co.uk

We are a specialist Financial Services Executive Search, Mergers & Acquisitions and Consulting business established over 22
years ago; and widely recognised as one of the leaders in our field.

A medium sized and diverse business with a great blend of skills and knowledge and over 100 years of corporate world
experience.

Our Executive Search team is supported by a dedicated in-house Research capability, ensuring the highest standard of candidate
engagement and quality at all times. 

ABOUT PAUL HARPER SEARCH

Paul Harper is a Retail Financial Services and Wealth Management professional and a Chartered
Insurer.

He spent over 15 years in the corporate world, working in senior sales, distribution and management
roles for NatWest, Legal & General and Eagle Star (now Zurich). Paul then moved into the Executive
Search industry in 1998.

Paul Harper founded Paul Harper Search & Selection in 1999.

Paul Harper Search & Selection is a member of the REC, and Paul himself is a previous Chair of the
Association of Executive Recruiters (AER).

He is a frequent and active participator in industry debates on subjects such as salaries, wider
remuneration and training. He is regularly invited to contribute to a range of industry publications.

PAUL HARPER
MBA ACII DipPFS
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CONTACT US

EMAIL:
enquiries@paulharpersearch.co.uk

TELEPHONE:
01761 252 536

WEBSITE:
www.paulharpersearch.co.uk

CARE SHARE DARE

BETTER
CANDIDATES

 
LESS HASSLE

 
RISK FREE
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